
WHY SHOULD WE SET BEACON GOALS?

IMPACT THE WORLD WITH
BEACON GOALS 

Constructed to withstand storms, the guiding lighthouse beacon

is a symbol of constancy and aid.  A mariner counts on the beacon

to guide him, as it serves as a reliable landmark for him to

navigate by.  If the mariner searches for but can't find the beacon,

there can be devastating results.

YOUR FAMILY NEEDS TO KNOW WHICH WAY TO GO...

AND IT NEEDS TO BE THE RIGHT WAY.

BEACON GOALS are what you want your family to live for that

aligns the characteristics, desires, and resources of your family

with God’s word - to make a REAL DIFFERENCE in the world!

It is never too late to change

your family's direction by

setting BEACON GOALS. 

The enemy wants you

defeated, but you can

CHOOSE VICTORY by

correcting your course!

When parents put together

a family vision plan with

goals and get their kids

involved, kids are happier

and more filled with

purpose!  They feel

important and see the

bigger picture as they see

God using their family.

Too often, our habits and

rhythms don't actually

compliment what we would

say our values and goals are.

  So let's carefully evaluate...

Are you willing to separate

from or avoid activities that

don’t align with your goals or

don’t align with scripture?

Does your current family life

 reflect the values you desire

your children to carry on TO

THEIR OWN FAMILIES?



Where should we serve

to carry out these goals?

Family Name Date

What HABITS should take

place to support these goals?

TWO BIG STARTER QUESTIONS:

BEACON GOALS PLANNER

How do I want my family to be known?

What do I hope my family achieves above all else?

Filters:  1. aligns with scripture, 2. won't cause my own family members to

feel neglected, 3. won't weaken me spiritually

What should be our "non-

negotiables" to insure this family

reveals these goals?
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Specific people we want to

share God's love with:


